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High level GA-DFT searches are performed on small platinum clusters doped with early transition metal
atoms, Ptx�yMy (M = Ti, V), where x = 2–6, y = 1, 2. Spin effects are studied and the global minimum struc-
tures are presented for the various spin multiplicities. It is found that varying spin can have significant
effects on the pure Pt clusters, while spin has less effect for the doped clusters.

� 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nano- and sub-nanoscale clusters are of scientific interest due
to distinct optical, magnetic, and catalytic properties which differ
from bulk materials [1]. The application of nanoclusters in catalysis
is a growing field of research [2]. An area of particular recent inter-
est is catalysis on bi- and multi-metallic nanoparticles (‘‘nanoal-
loys’’) [1,3,4] – where catalytic properties can be tuned by
varying the size, shape, elemental composition and chemical
ordering of the nanoparticles.

Platinum (Pt) based nanoclusters are amongst the most inter-
esting and have been widely investigated due to their wide ranging
use in heterogeneous catalysis. The utilisation of Pt for numerous
reactions e.g. oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and hydrogen oxi-
dation reaction (HOR) in the Proton Electrolyte Fuel Cell (PEFC),
has driven the investigation of small to large Pt nanoclusters as
well as extensive work on bulk Pt [5–7].

Due to the high cost of Pt and other platinum group metals the
study of heterogeneous nanoalloy systems has become increas-
ingly important. As well as intrinsic cost reductions through
preparation of heterogeneous systems, especially when alloying
with nonprecious metals, it is also possible to improve catalytic
reactivity and durability. We have previously reported the analysis
of Pt and titanium (Ti) nanoalloys with the eventual aim of reduc-
ing PEFC electrocatalyst costs as well as improving reactivity [8,9].
Promise has also been shown by Pt nanoalloys with other early
transition metals, including vanadium (V) [6,10–13].

Previous studies have revealed a number of different growth
patterns of small Pt clusters, as well as disagreement over the size
at which the lowest energy structure changes from 2D to 3D [14–
17]. For example, whilst Sebetci found 3D cluster geometries to be
favourable as low as Pt4 using the Becke, three-parameter, Lee–
Yang–Parr (B3LYP) exchange–correlation (xc) functional [18],
Bhattacharyya and Majumder predicted the 2D-3D transition to
occur between Pt9 and Pt10 using the projected augmented wave
(PAW) method [19].

Whilst some theoretical studies have been reported on pure Ti
clusters [20,21], to our knowledge, little has been performed on
Pt clusters doped with early transition metals. Here, we use a novel
Genetic Algorithm (GA) coupled with Density Functional Theory
(DFT) approach to search for Pt clusters with 2–6 atoms. We then
investigate the effects of doping with the early transition metals Ti
and V.

2. Methodology

Simulations of nanoclusters present complex issues, especially
when modelling transition metals. Several techniques have been
employed to quickly and accurately compute the physical and
chemical properties of nanoclusters with a range of compositions
and sizes. The technique used is generally determined by a
combination of the desired property and the size and composition
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Table 1
Relative energies (Erel) and bond lengths for the pure dimers M2, for varying spin
multiplicities (2S + 1).

M 2S + 1 Erel (eV) M–M (Å)

Ti 1 0.00 1.93
3 �0.23 1.90
5 �0.05 1.97
7 0.13 2.39
9 0.50 2.37

V 1 0.00 1.74
3 �0.23 1.74
5 0.25 1.73
7 0.89 1.89
9 0.64 2.52

Pt 1 0.00 2.34
3 �0.30 2.34
5 0.17 2.32
7 2.58 2.36
9 5.18 2.34

Table 2
Relative energies (Erel) and bond lengths for the heteronuclear Pt–M dimers at varying
spin multipleicities (2S + 1).

M 2S + 1 Erel (eV) Pt–M (Å)

Ti 1 0.00 2.12
3 �0.47 2.13
5 0.48 2.40
7 1.81 2.68
9 4.14 2.90

V 2 0.00 2.14
4 �0.35 2.18
6 0.37 2.39
8 1.55 2.66

10 3.76 2.83

Fig. 1. Low energy structures found for pure Pt clusters, from Pt3 to Pt6, with varying spin
multiplicity the GM is found.
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of the cluster. For example, search algorithms can be used to find
low energy structures for pure and alloyed systems of between a
few and several hundred atoms. Common search techniques in-
clude basin-hopping algorithms, stochastic-search methods and
genetic algorithms coupled with an empirical potential e.g. Gupta,
Sutton-Chen and Murrell-Mottram [22–24].

GAs are search methods for function minimisation, which are
based on principles akin to natural evolution. The algorithm utilis-
es operators analogous to those observed in nature (mating, muta-
tion and natural selection) to explore the multidimensional
potential energy surface (PES) [25]. Empirical potentials, such as
those mentioned above, can be used to search for low energy struc-
tures on the PES although they tend to favour 3D structures with
high symmetry. This may be relatively accurate for clusters with
sizes of more than 20 atoms, however certain smaller clusters tend
to favour 2D structures [26], making the use of empirical potentials
for small systems questionable.

Ab initio simulations, which are able to explicitly treat electrons,
have been used to successfully compute structural properties of
transition metal clusters. DFT calculations have been acknowl-
edged as one of the best methods for performing relatively accu-
rate simulations on metallic clusters [27]. DFT can generally
describe the PES more accurately than empirical potentials and
so is able to predict the likely low energy structures of small
nanoclusters. In this work, a GA-DFT approach is employed to
accurately search for energetically low lying structures.

The GA-DFT approach, which has been described elsewhere
[26,28,29], uses the Birmingham Cluster Genetic Algorithm (BCGA)
[30,25] coupled with the PWscf plane wave DFT code in the quan-
tum chemistry package Quantum-Espresso [31]. An initial genera-
tion is produced by randomly placing atoms in a sphere. The atoms
are then transferred to a centre of mass coordinate system and
placed in the centre of the unit cell. The cluster is locally relaxed
until convergence is achieved: if the convergence criteria are not
. GM clusters for all sizes are specified (*). Numbers in brackets show at which spin



Table 3
Relative energies (Erel) and average bond distances for the low energy Pt3 to Pt6

clusters (shown in Fig. 1), with varying spin multiplicities (2S + 1).

2S + 1 Cluster Erel (eV) Pt–Pt (Å)

Pt3

1 3a 0.00 2.47
3 3a �0.09 2.50
5 3b 0.51 2.37
7 3a 1.69 2.51
9 3a 6.04 2.50

Pt4

1 4a 0.00 2.46
1 4c 0.01 2.52
3 4b �0.32 2.60
3 4c �0.29 2.53
5 4c �0.32 2.52
7 4a �0.04 2.45
9 4b 1.88 2.61

Pt5

1 5a 0.00 2.48
1 5b 0.00 2.47
3 5c �0.15 2.53
5 5c �0.29 2.54
7 5d �0.15 2.58
9 5d 0.66 2.62

Pt6

1 6a 0.00 2.53
3 6a �0.15 2.53
5 6a �0.19 2.54
7 6a �0.03 2.54
9 6b 0.47 2.64

Table 4
Relative energies (Erel), average bond lengths and average Bader charges for singly
doped PtTi clusers (shown in Fig. 2), for varying spin multiplicities (2S + 1).

2S + 1 Cluster Erel (eV) Pt–Pt (Å) Pt–Ti (Å) Ave. Pt Ave. Ti
Charge jej Charge jej

Pt2Ti
1 3a 0.00 � 2.14 �0.68 1.41
3 3b 0.96 2.83 2.21 �0.52 1.10
5 3b 2.42 2.59 2.38 �0.46 0.58
7 3b 4.09 2.40 2.62 �0.32 0.70
9 3c 7.58 2.31 3.10 �0.06 0.10

Pt3Ti
1 4a 0.00 2.70 2.26 �0.44 1.28
1 4b 0.03 2.56 2.27 �0.45 1.45
3 4a 0.43 2.77 2.25 �0.45 1.37
5 4a 1.67 2.57 2.41 �0.39 1.23
7 4c 3.18 2.48 2.43 �0.29 0.98
7 4a 3.19 2.47 2.62 �0.30 1.01
9 4a 5.06 2.56 2.70 �0.24 0.83

Pt4Ti
1 5a 0.00 2.63 2.35 �0.36 1.51
3 5a 0.05 2.60 2.35 �0.35 1.46
5 5b 0.89 2.62 2.43 �0.32 1.36
5 5c 0.89 2.68 2.38 �0.32 1.28
7 5b 2.06 2.65 2.49 �0.31 1.24
9 5b 3.72 2.60 2.65 �0.24 1.07
9 5d 3.75 2.64 2.57 �0.24 1.13

Pt5Ti
1 6a 0.00 2.62 2.42 �0.29 1.60
1 6b 0.05 2.65 2.41 �0.29 1.44
3 6a �0.15 2.61 2.42 �0.29 1.43
5 6b 0.34 2.62 2.43 �0.29 1.43
7 6b 1.62 2.65 2.47 �0.27 1.42
7 6c 1.65 2.60 2.43 �0.28 1.54
9 6d 2.67 2.63 2.53 �0.23 1.20
9 6e 2.68 2.58 2.45 �0.24 1.19
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met a new random structure is generated. After all members of the
generation have been minimised, the energetically lowest
members are selected and taken forward. These energetically
favourable members of the population are mated and mutated to
form novel structures for the next generation. This process is re-
peated until the energy of the lowest lying isomer is considered
to have converged.

Using the GA-DFT method, it is possible to accurately search the
PES of the system being studied. Following the structural search,
re-minimisations are performed on all unique structures, using
the quantum chemistry code NWChem [32]. As well as re-minimis-
ing, other properties have also been studied using NWChem, e.g.
spin effects, investigating multiplicities up to the nonet. Since
there is no guarantee that the structures generated using this ap-
proach are actually local minima rather than transition states or
higher rank saddle points, following the structural search, a fre-
quency analysis is performed. Frequency analysis was performed
using NWChem after re-minimisation for varying multiplicities.

For the lowest lying isomers, Bader charge analysis is per-
formed. Bader charge analysis is utilised to elucidate general
trends in charge transfer. This quantitatively suggests the direction
of charge transfer, although values are not suggested to be physi-
cally accurate.
3. Computational details

The GA was run with a population size of 10 clusters and termi-
nation upon convergence was set at five generations. This means
that if the energy of the lowest energy cluster per generation
was within 0.01 eV for five generations, convergence was said to
have been achieved.

All GA-DFT simulations were performed using the PWscf plane
wave DFT code in the quantum chemistry package Quantum-
Espresso 4.3.2. The PWscf calculations were performed using ultra-
soft Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) xc functional, accounting for
12 (3s2, 3p6, 3d2, 4s2), 13 (3s2, 3p6, 3d3, 4s2) and 10 (5d9, 6s1) va-
lence electrons for Ti, V and Pt, respectively. Scalar relativistic cor-
rections are employed for all pseudopotentials, while the Pt
potential also contains non-linear core correction and Ti and V
potentials contain semi-core states.

A kinetic energy (Ek) cutoff for the wavefunctions of 55.0 Ry was
used, and the supercell dimensions were taken to be sufficiently
large to remove the possibility of interactions with neighbouring
clusters, however not so large as to be detrimental to calculation
speed. When performing structural searches, Ek cutoff for the
charge density was set at 500.0 Ry. The convergence threshold
for self consistency was also set at 10�5 Ry, whilst Marzari–Van-
derbilt Gaussian smearing was set at 0.002 Ry.

Following the initial structural searches, further structural
relaxation and frequency analysis was performed using the DFT
code in the quantum chemistry package NWChem 6.1. This analy-
sis was performed using the PBE xc functional and spherical Gauss-
ian type-orbital triple-zeta (TZVP) basis sets. All electron
calculations were performed on Ti and V atoms while an effective
core potential (accounting for 60 electrons) was employed for Pt.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Dimers

A number of dimers were studied, including pure M2 (M = Ti, V,
Pt) and alloyed Pt-M (M = Ti, V), the results of which can be seen in
Tables 1 and 2 for the pure and alloyed dimers, respectively. In all
cases, the energies are given relative to the lowest energy struc-
tures found for the lowest spin state (singlet or doublet). When
analysing the results for the pure dimers, several trends become
apparent. Firstly, for the Ti, V and Pt dimers, triplet states are found



Fig. 2. Low energy structures found for Ptx�1Ti clusters, from Pt2Ti1 to Pt5Ti1, with varying spin multiplicities. GM clusters for all sizes are specified (*). Numbers in brackets
show at which spin multiplicity the GM is found.
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to be energetically favourable, with higher multiplicities generally
being less favourable than the singlet.

When comparing bond lengths, increasing the spin multiplicity,
generally results in bond elongation for the Ti and V dimers. The
bond lengths for Pt2 remain relatively constant, even for the high
spin multiplicities, although the energetic penalty paid to access
these higher spin states is greater than for Ti2 and V2.

For the Pt-M dimers, a triplet or quartet is found to be energet-
ically favourable for PtTi and PtV, respectively, with higher milti-
plicities being less favourable than a singlet or doublet. All Pt-M
bond lengths are found to be greater than in the corresponding
M2 dimers, though smaller than the Pt2 dimer. Once again, as the
multiplicity is increased, the bond length also increases.

Results for Pt2 are in good agreement with experimental and
theoretical work. Experimental studies have determined a Pt–Pt
bond length of 2.33 Å [33], close to the 2.34 Å calculated for the
lowest energy Pt dimer. This is also in good agreement with other
DFT studies, which have predicted the triplet state to be the low-
est in energy [34]. It has been found that DFT calculations tend to
underestimate the Ti2 and V2 bond lengths [35]. Our calculated
dimer bond lengths are 1.90 and 1.74 Å for Ti2 and V2, respec-
tively, compared with experimental values of 1.94 and 1.78 Å
[36,37].

4.2. Pt clusters

The energetically favourable structures for the pure Pt clusters
can be seen in Fig. 1, with their relative energies displayed in
Table 3: energetically competitive structures are also displayed
for a more complete discussion. In previous discussions of small
Pt clusters, it has been noted that results do not always converge
on the same structures, with different studies finding different glo-
bal minimum (GM) clusters. It has been suggested that this is due
to the use of different pseudopotentials, basis sets XC functionals
and energy cutoffs [14].

GM clusters are discussed with respect to the minimum energy
cluster for a given size. It was expected that the 3-atom clusters,
would preferentially form triangular D3h structures (3a). For all
spin multiplicities other than 5 this was found to be the case. How-
ever, for a spin multiplicity of 5, the linear conformation (3b) was
0.2 eV lower in energy than the triangular structure. The GM is still
found for the triangular D3h structure at the triplet state, with a Pt–
Pt–Pt angle of 60.0�. Although there is little difference between the
singlet and triplet energies.

For Pt4 clusters there is competition between the triplet Td tet-
rahedron (4b) and the quintet C2v butterfly (4c), though this struc-
ture is only 30 meV higher in energy than the tetrahedron in the
triplet state. For Pt5, the GM is found to be the C2 W-shaped cluster
(5c) in the quintet state. This is found to be at least 0.14 eV more
stable than other isomers. Finally, the quintet triangular D3h struc-
ture (6a) is found to be the GM for Pt6.

Whilst for Pt3, there is little advantage in increasing the spin
multiplicity, for the larger clusters, higher spin states (up to septet)
are favoured. For the nonet states, relatively large energetic penal-
ties are observed for all the pure Pt clusters, though this penalty
decreases with increased cluster size.



Table 5
Relative energies (Erel), average bond lengths and average Bader charges for doubly doped PtTi clusters (shown in Fig. 3), for varying multiplicities (2S + 1).

2S + 1 Cluster Erel (eV) Pt–Pt (Å) Pt–Ti (Å) Ti–Ti (Å) Ave. Pt Ave. Ti
Charge jej Charge jej

PtTi2
1 3a 0.00 – 2.42 2.09 �0.85 0.52
3 3a �0.08 – 2.43 2.12 �0.85 0.41
5 3a 0.09 – 2.45 2.03 �0.88 0.47
7 3a 0.44 – 2.18 2.28 �0.95 0.56
9 3a 2.63 – 2.45 2.38 �0.68 0.38

Pt2Ti2
1 4a 0.00 – 2.42 2.19 �0.89 0.85
3 4a 0.04 – 2.43 2.26 �0.91 1.00
5 4a 0.23 – 2.41 2.53 �0.89 0.87
7 4b 1.89 2.71 2.45 2.54 �0.73 0.69
9 4b 3.60 2.51 2.59 2.46 �0.60 0.66

Pt3Ti2
1 5a 0.00 – 2.41 2.30 �0.79 1.27
3 5a 0.68 – 2.39 2.55 �0.79 1.23
5 5b 1.63 2.67 2.43 2.65 �0.76 1.08
7 5c 2.80 2.70 2.48 2.73 �0.68 1.01
9 5d 4.56 2.63 2.49 2.36 �0.46 0.76

Pt4Ti2
1 6a 0.00 – 2.37 2.74 �0.86 1.25
3 6b 0.51 2.62 2.35 2.65 �0.63 1.41
5 6c 1.24 2.60 2.48 2.60 �0.61 1.30
7 6d 2.34 2.60 2.51 2.65 �0.60 1.28
9 6e 3.95 2.65 2.54 2.41 �0.42 0.91

Fig. 3. Low energy structures found for Ptx�2Ti2 clusters, from PtTi2 to Pt4Ti2, with varying spin multiplicities. GM clusters for all sizes are specified (*). Numbers in brackets
show at which spin multiplicity the GM is found.
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From the results obtained in this study, no clear 2D/3D transi-
tion can be identified. Whilst the 3 and 6 atom GM are predicted
to be planar (D3h) triangles, other structures identified as GM tend
to have more deformed (twisted, or puckered) structures. For the
Pt2 dimer, there was little change in the Pt-Pt bond length with
changing spin, this trend is continued for Pt3 and Pt4. However,
for the larger cluster sizes, the average bond length increases with
increasing spin.

As mentioned previously, small differences in the computa-
tional methodology can result in differences in the predicted GM
structures. The methodology employed in this work differs from
others [14–19], with the use of a LCAO based DFT code, TZVPD



Table 6
Relative energies (Erel), average bond lengths and average Bader charges for the singly
doped PtV clusters (shown in Fig. 4), with varying spin multiplicities (2S + 1).

2S + 1 Cluster Erel (eV) Pt–Pt (Å) Pt–V (Å) Ave. Pt Ave. V
Charge jej Charge jej

Pt2V
2 3a 0.00 – 2.13 �0.60 0.69
4 3a 0.94 – 2.21 �0.48 1.01
6 3b 1.58 2.55 2.39 �0.41 0.79
8 3b 2.87 2.41 2.60 �0.27 0.37

10 3a 5.46 – 2.66 �0.12 0.36

Pt3V
2 4a 0.00 2.89 2.16 �0.41 1.12
2 4b 0.07 2.70 2.25 �0.37 1.12
4 4b 0.40 2.58 2.33 �0.35 1.09
6 4b 1.15 2.52 2.45 �0.32 0.82
6 4c 1.17 2.71 2.35 �0.36 1.16
8 4c 2.12 2.63 2.50 �0.29 0.82
8 4d 2.12 2.48 2.42 �0.28 0.90

10 4c 3.75 2.56 2.70 �0.19 0.61
10 4d 3.75 2.43 2.60 �0.19 0.71

Pt4V
2 5a 0.00 2.59 2.27 �0.33 1.43
2 5b 0.06 2.71 2.25 �0.31 1.27
4 5b 0.25 2.59 2.34 �0.31 1.32
6 5b 1.05 2.53 2.44 �0.26 1.08
8 5b 2.05 2.49 2.56 �0.25 1.16
8 5c 2.05 2.58 2.44 �0.27 1.07

10 5d 2.84 2.60 2.54 �0.21 0.87

Pt5V
2 6a 0.00 2.67 2.32 �0.27 0.96
4 6b 0.31 2.57 2.35 �0.25 1.38
6 6a 0.91 2.56 2.47 �0.23 1.00
6 6c 0.92 2.62 2.41 �0.26 1.34
6 6b 0.93 2.53 2.45 �0.23 1.23
8 6d 1.46 2.58 2.36 �0.20 1.20
8 6e 1.46 2.61 2.49 �0.22 0.93

10 6d 2.17 2.56 2.49 �0.18 1.09
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basis set and PBE XC for the final energetic analysis. All structures
noted in previous studies were located in the GA-DFT search,
although in some cases different energetic ordering was found.
4.3. Pt–Ti clusters

4.3.1. Singly doped
The lowest lying structures for the singly doped PtTi clusters are

listed in Table 4, corresponding to the structures in Fig. 2. For Pt2Ti,
the open bent C2v structure (3a) is favourable for the singlet state,
with a Pt–Ti–Pt angle of 124.6�. The bonding angle is reduced in the
triplet state, to 79.6�, producing the closed C2v triangle structure
(3b) with a Pt–Pt bond, 0.96 eV higher in energy than the singlet.
The closed triangle remains the lowest energy structure for the
quintet and septet states. The cluster then opens up again (3c)
for the nonet state, producing a more linear cluster.

Different energetic trends are observed for the Pt3 and Pt2Ti
clusters. The GM is a triplet state for Pt3 and a singlet state when
doped with a single Ti atom. Energetic penalties are observed for
higher spin multiplicities compared to the singlet state. These pen-
alties are found to be larger for Pt2Ti than Pt3.

For Pt3Ti, the GM is a singlet, with the C2v kite (4a) and Cs Y-
shape (4b) isomers being energetically competitive. Significant
energetic penalties are associated with increasing spin multiplicity,
in contrast to Pt2Ti and Pt4. For Pt4, the triplet and quintet states
produce competitive GM structures, with even the septet state
being 40 meV more favourable than the singlet. Once doped with
a single Ti atom, this behaviour changes, making the higher spin
multiplies unfavourable. The septet state is 3.18 eV higher in en-
ergy than the singlet Pt3Ti.

Once again, for Pt4Ti the GM is found for the singlet state. A W-
shape structure (5a) with no symmetry is found to be the GM, this
is a similar structure to that of Pt5. However, once again higher spin
multiplies incur an energetic penalty compared to the singlet state,
although not as much as for Pt3Ti.

Unlike the three, four and five atom clusters, the triplet state is
found to be most favourable for Pt5Ti. This results in the triplet Cs

twisted pentagonal structure (6a) being the most energetically
favourable structure. For larger cluster sizes, the energetic penal-
ties associated with higher spin states is reduced. For Pt5Ti it is
then found that the Ti doped clusters behave more like the pure
Pt clusters, with higher spin states (triplet) becoming more
favourable.

Due to charge transfer the lowest energy homotops tend to
maximise the number of Pt–Ti bonds, with Ti atoms in the most
highly-connected sites. As with the pure Pt clusters, the GM iso-
mers identified for Ptx�1Ti are planar, or ‘‘bent-planar’’ structures
for cluster sizes 3–6. As the multiplicity is increased, there is gen-
erally little change in the average Pt–Pt bond length, though there
is a slight increase in the average Pt–Ti bond lengths.

When analysing the Bader charges, significant charge transfer is
seen from the Ti, which becomes highly positive (as high as +1.60),
to the Pt atoms, which become negative. As expected, on increasing
the cluster size, the Pt generally becomes slightly less negatively
charged, whilst the Ti generally becomes slightly more positively
charged. There is a decrease in charge transfer as the spin multi-
plicity is increased. The average Pt charge is 0.25 less negative
and Ti is an average 0.64 less positive.

4.3.2. Doubly doped
The lowest lying structures for doubly doped PtTi clusters are

listed in Table 5, corresponding to the structures in Fig. 3. The
closed C2v triangle (3a) is found preferentially for all multiplicites
for the PtTi2 clusters. Unlike for Pt2Ti, the GM is found for the trip-
let state, with a Ti–Pt–Ti angle of 51.7�. For PtTi2 relatively small
energy penalties are found for higher spin states.

This situation is different for the larger doubly doped clusters,
with the GM being found for the singlet state in all cases. The ob-
served bonding motifs suggest preferential formation of Ti–Ti
bonds, followed by Pt–Ti bonding, and it appears that greater Pt–
Pt bonding results in less favourable structures. For the C2v butter-
fly Pt2Ti2 GM structure (4a), there are no Pt–Pt bonds. The C2v tet-
rahedron structure (4b) with a single Pt–Pt bond is only found to be
locally stable at higher spin multiplicities (5–9).

The singlet D3h structure (5a) is found to be the GM for Pt3Ti2.
The lowest energy homotop again favours Ti–Ti and Pt–Ti bonding,
with Pt-Pt bonding found to be unfavourable, with the same being
true for the singlet C3v structure (6a), which is the GM for Pt4Ti2.
With increasing cluster size, the energetic penalty associated with
increasing the spin multiplicity initially increases, although it de-
creases again for Pt4Ti2. The lowest penalties (and the triplet state
GM) are found for the three atom clusters, with the largest penal-
ties associated with the five atom clusters. It is expected that as the
cluster size increases, and Pt/Ti ratio increases, higher spin states
(than the singlet) will again be lower in energy (as with Pt5Ti),
although this is not seen in the 3–6 atom range.

For the 3–5 atom clusters, growth occurs with additional Pt
atoms bonding to a central Ti2 unit. This minimises Pt–Pt interac-
tions, whilst maximising Pt–Ti interactions. Following filling of
the Ti–Ti bridge positions, it is seen that additional Pt atoms favour
bonding to the Ti top sites, as in Pt4Ti2. Due to the lack of Pt–Pt
bonding, it is difficult to draw conclusions from the average
Pt–Pt bond lengths. However, in general, as the spin multiplicity
is increased, the Pt–Ti bond length increases. The same appears



Fig. 4. Low energy structures found for singly doped Ptx�1V clusters, from Pt2V1 to Pt5V1, with varying spin multiplicities. GM clusters for all sizes are specified (*). Numbers in
brackets show at which spin multiplicity the GM is found.
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to be true for the average Ti–Ti bond length. For Pt4Ti2, as the spin
is increased the average Ti–Ti bond length generally decreases. The
doubly doped PtTi clusters, have a distinct 2D/3D transition be-
tween Pt2Ti2 and Pt3Ti2.

The Bader charge analysis demonstrates significant charge
transfer from Ti to Pt. Once again, as the spin is increased, the
charge transfer decreases, though there is less change in charge
transfer with changing cluster size, compared to the singly doped
PtTi clusters.
4.4. Platinum vanadium clusters

4.4.1. Singly doped
The lowest lying structures for the singly doped PtV clusters are

given in Table 6, corresponding to the structures shown in Fig. 4.
From the energetic analysis, it is found that in all cases, a spin mul-
tiplicity of 2 (the lowest possible) is favoured. This differs from the
monometallic and alloyed dimers, where the triplet or quartet
states were found to be most stable. Furthermore, as the cluster
size increases, the energetic penalty associated with higher spin
states decreases.

For Pt2V, the bent C2v open triangle (3a) is found to be the GM,
with a Pt–V–Pt angle of 139.3�. Pt–Pt bonding is not observed for
the GM doublet states. This is similar to the Pt2Ti cluster, where,
Pt–Pt bonding is also not observed for the GM singlet state. Differ-
ences between the singly doped PtTi and PtV clusters are observed
for the four and five atom clusters.
The doublet bent Cs Y-shape cluster (4a) is found to be the GM
for Pt3V, compared with the C2v kite structure GM of Pt3Ti. The
doublet bent Cs top-capped rhombus structure (5a) is found to be
the GM for Pt4V, compared with the W-shaped structure for Pt4Ti.
These differences suggest that Pt-Pt bonding is less favourable for
PtV clusters than PtTi clusters, although it appears to be more
favourable than for the doubly doped PtTi clusters. A similar Cs

twisted pentagonal structure (6a) is found to be the GM for both
Pt5V (doublet) and Pt5Ti (triplet).

As with the singly doped PtTi clusters, it is found that GM planar
and ‘‘bent-planar’’ structures are found for the singly doped PtV
clusters for 3–6 atoms. When comparing the average Pt–Pt bond
lengths, few trends are apparent, with variation being structure
dependant. However, more evident trends are observed for Pt–V
bonding, where the Pt–V bond length generally increases with
increasing spin.

The Bader charge analysis reveals that once again, there is sig-
nificant charge transfer from the V, becoming positive, to the Pt,
becoming negative. As the spin is increased, generally the charge
transfer decreases as for PtTi clusters, though there is generally less
charge transfer than in PtTi.
4.4.2. Doubly doped
The lowest lying structures for doubly doped PtV clusters are

listed in Table 7, corresponding to the structures in Fig. 5. In con-
trast to the singly doped clusters, GM structures for the doubly
doped clusters are all triplets. This is similar to the dimers, where



Table 7
Relative energies (Erel), average bond lengths and average Bader charges for the doubly doped PtV clusters (shown in Fig. 5), for varying multiplicities (2S + 1).

2S + 1 Cluster Erel (eV) Pt–Pt (Å) Pt–V (Å) V–V (Å) Ave. Pt Ave. V
Charge jej Charge jej

Pt1V2

1 3a 0.00 – 2.41 1.80 �0.68 0.21
3 3a �0.03 – 2.43 1.79 �0.74 0.33
5 3a 0.60 – 2.45 1.76 �0.77 0.30
7 3b 1.74 – 2.15 2.46 �0.71 0.27
7 3a 1.77 – 2.45 1.97 �0.71 0.46
9 3b 1.00 – 2.15 2.49 �0.83 0.60

Pt2V2

1 4a 0.00 – 2.38 1.95 �0.74 0.77
3 4a �0.21 – 2.41 1.91 �0.75 0.62
5 4a 0.34 – 2.40 2.19 �0.83 0.86
7 4a 0.34 – 2.39 2.70 �0.81 0.86
9 4b 1.33 2.77 2.44 2.80 �0.70 0.62

Pt3V2

1 5a 0.00 – 2.39 2.01 �0.67 0.99
3 5a �0.31 – 2.40 2.02 �0.69 1.14
5 5a 0.15 – 2.39 2.47 �0.70 1.06
7 5b 0.49 2.70 2.44 2.53 �0.66 0.76
9 5c 1.51 2.70 2.47 3.06 �0.59 0.89
9 5d 1.56 2.62 2.45 2.68 �0.54 0.83

Pt4V2

1 6a 0.00 2.86 2.33 2.33 �0.55 1.15
3 6b �0.08 – 2.34 2.58 �0.56 1.19
5 6c 0.33 2.60 2.37 2.61 �0.53 0.96
7 6d 0.62 2.58 2.44 2.52 �0.51 1.07
9 6e 1.35 2.63 2.44 2.72 �0.51 1.10

Fig. 5. Low energy structures found for Ptx�2V2 clusters, from Pt1V2 to Pt4V2, with varying spin multiplicities. GM clusters for all sizes are specified (*). Numbers in brackets
show at which spin multiplicity the GM is found.
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the triplet and quartet states (for V2 and PtV respectively) are
found to be most energetically favourable. Furthermore, energetic
penalties associated with higher spin states are reduced compared
to the singly doped clusters.
The GM structures for the doubly doped PtV clusters are similar
to those for doubly doped PtTi clusters. The 3-atom closed C2v tri-
angle (3a), with a Ti–Pt–Ti angle of 43.3�, 4-atom bent C2v rhombus
(4a), 5-atom D3h (5a) and 6-atom C3v (6b) structures are identified
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as GM for Ptx�2V2 clusters. As mentioned previously, cluster
growth leads to maximisation of V–V and Pt–V bonding and min-
imisation of Pt-Pt bonding. Once again, due to the low number of
Pt–Pt bonds, it is hard to draw trends from the average Pt–Pt bond
lengths. Average Pt–V and V–V bond lengths show that generally,
as the spin increases, so do the bond lengths. As for PtTi, the doubly
doped PtV clusters exhibit a distinct 2D/3D transition. This occurs
between the 4-atom bent C2v rhombus and 5-atom D3h structures.

Once again, there is generally reduced charge transfer for the PtV
clusters, compared with the PtTi clusters. Furthermore, for the dou-
bly doped PtV clusters, there is greater overall charge transfer to the
Pt and a reduction in the positive charges on the V atoms, compared
to the singly doped PtV clusters. A general reduction in the amount
of charge transfer is also seen as the spin is increased, as with the
other systems. However, PtV2 is anomalous, as an increase in charge
transfer is seen as the spin is increased. It can also be seen that, gen-
erally as the cluster size increases, the average Pt negative charge
decreases (as there are a greater number of Pt atoms), whilst the
average positive charge on the V atoms increases.

5. Conclusions

From the results presented in this study, it is apparent that,
whilst spin has a significant effect on pure Pt clusters, varying ef-
fects are found for the doped PtTi and PtV clusters. Favourable
energies are observed up to the septet state for pure Pt clusters.
GM structures are found to be planar or ‘‘bent-planar’’ for Pt cluster
sizes 3–6. However, partial spin quenching is observed when Pt
clusters are doped with Ti or V.

Increasing the spin of PtTi clusters generally results in higher
energies. The triplet state is favourable for Pt5Ti and PtTi2, however
GM structures are found for the singlet state for all other PtTi clus-
ters studied. For the singly doped clusters, again planar and ‘‘bent-
planar’’ structures are located as the GM for the 3–6 atom clusters.
For the doubly doped PtTi clusters, initially more planar structures
are favoured, however GM 5–6 atom structures adopt 3D
conformations.

The GM structures for 3–6 atom singly doped PtV clusters are
all doublets. However, the doubly doped clusters, all have triplet
GM. As with the PtTi clusters, planar and ‘‘bent-planar’’ structures
are found for the 3–6 atom singly doped PtV clusters, although dif-
ferent GM structures are found for the 4–5 atom clusters. Similar
GM structures are found for the PtV and PtTi clusters, exhibiting
the same 2D/3D transition between the 4- and 5-atom clusters.
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